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About This Content

The pistol silencer lets Lara use stealthy tactics to overcome even the trickiest of situations (single player upgrade).
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Title: Tomb Raider: Pistol Silencer
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Crystal Dynamics, Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista,7,8 (32bit/64bit)

Processor:Dual core CPU: AMD Athlon64 X2 2.1 Ghz (4050+), Intel Core2 Duo 1.86 Ghz (E6300)

Memory:1GB Memory (2GB on Vista)

Graphics:DirectX 9 graphics card with 512Mb Video RAM: AMD Radeon HD 2600 XT, nVidia 8600

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:12 GB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Polish,Dutch,Czech,Arabic
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Cool stuff really like it! Don't expect it to be a game do. I need to give a speech about the history of planes this is waaaaay more
fun then a boring old book or wikipedia. And way more fun!!!. Actually I'm not sure whether I recommend the game or not. It
deserves a chance to play at least once with respect to the way-out and successful main theme of the game, but my opinions are
not so close to absolutely recommending it.

Too many things are locked in the free edition, and I can easily claim the core form within the free edition is not so impressive,
even it gets more and more boring during gameplay.

By the way, old people walk slowly for sure, but the slowness of the aged man here rushes up the boringness I have touched
upon.. The multiplayer FPS arena is a warzone and this game well... its basically just a bug you stomp on without even noticing
it's there.

Just wipe it away from your sole and HD.. Art deco bullet hell-esque reflex game. Fun but pretty tough so far. Not only can the
puzzles be tough but as you enter hard mode (challenges 21-40) each failed challenge sets you back two challenges. I can only
imagine this gets even worse by the final 20 challenges.

Wishing you all luck for the $10,000 US not.. I thoroughly enjoyed this game. The music, the atmosphere, and the game play. It
took me a hot minute to figure out but I was hooked. It's a relaxing game and very satisfying to just continue to evolve from one
thing to the next. I absolutely recommend this game for anyone who enjoys the slower pace content.. This game is so intense! I
was sweating after ten minutes. Also I was a bit scared of myself cause it was damn fun stabbing someones stomech with a
dagger. Stabb by stabb I bacame a Sword Master.
All in all I would recommend the game for sure, I just would be happier if the whole menu and the fighting area would be more
thought through and look like a real arena or something like that.
8/10. It's not much content for the price but I already have the Season Pass. Pack 2 is basically the rest of what should've been
included in Pack 1; neither one is much alone but together they're a decent addition.
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Fans of Nigel, Lucy and Saxton in general will feel a warm familiarity with the place, whilst newcomers will get a nice
introduction to the characters and history to this haunted town. Blackenrock is just around the corner too!. Ignore the negative
reviews, as at this stage, they're no reliable. The game is brand new on Steam, it's still in its early stages, and of course there is
not yet a dedicated fanbase; all to be expected.

Yes, the game right now is poorly optimized, and there is little content; such is to be expected with such a new game. Think of it
like a child: new and developing, weak and defenseless. You wouldn't so harshly critizize a child before it utters its first word;
the same mentality applies here.

Overall, the game has no original concept, but it might be a good foundation for community modding and such, and it has
potential like any other early title. All I'm saying is, before posting positive or negative reviews, give it time to grow. As for
those looking for a quick shoot 'em up, I'd recommend looking elsewhere until a few months later, unless you're a "have to see it
for myself" type of person.

~ For those Unturned, Noblesse Oblige ~
-D.H.. ok little puzzler with good difficulty scaling.

74\/100. I really can't stress what an incredible cultural artifact this game is. The best part of the game is the environment and
setting is beautiful and very atmospheric - it makes a great exploration/walking simulator

For me the biggest downside was "the monster"
It is not "scary" or "tense", it's just extremely irritating and immersion-breaking

Other minor downsides

 Keybindings not remappable

 Puzzles are very thin

 Some minor platforming bits - but the character movement is a bit clumsy for this

. crazy game i love it psychotic arcade fun and leaderboards. Face Noir is a detective/crime story taking place during the Great
Depression in New York, wrapped into an old-school point and click adventure created by Italian studio, Mad Orange. The
game follows the classic adventure game formula from the 90s and does a fairly good job at it. Unfortunately when the story
starts to get really interesting, the game ends abruptly.

Our hero is called Jack Del Nero (haha, the game likes to play around with names) who seems to be our standard private
detective: an ex-cop with some shady episodes in his past, wasting his talent to solve ridiculous, but well paying jobs and whose
sole purpose in life is to have a glass of whiskey at the end of the day plus to pay the rent for the cheap motel he lives in. In the
intro we can witness Jack's death (or at least as he gets shot) at what seems to be an airport and throughout the game we can
experience the events that happened in the last 24 hours and led to this critical point. During certain flashbacks we can also play
as Jack's friend from the past, Sean (also an ex-police officer), who seems to be protecting a mysterious little girl from the
mafia.

There's a classic inventory system (inspect, combine and use items), we move where we click with the mouse, solve puzzles and
even a lockpicking minigame (which can be quite frustrating, since the lock resets itself every time we make a mistake, it can be
skipped after a few attempts though). We can also highlight all the items/locations we can possibly interact with on the given
screen, altough most of them will just bring forward a comment from our hero.
Other than the lockpicking there's also a rather strange minigame which we have to use from time to time, when we get stuck:
Jack can piece information and clues together and we can't progress until we manage to find connection between the related
keywords. So whenever we feel that we got hopelessly stuck, remember, select and use this minigame.
Later on there were 2 unnecessary gameplay segments which did not fit into the game in my opinion: one where we had to sneak
around by avoiding patrols, which was based on clicking at the right moment and one where we had move a crane (from a very
disorienting point of view). Other than these the little puzzles the game uses were enjoyable and reached the standards of other
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classics adventure games.
There were a few strange uses of certain items, such as a candy wrapper as a way to reattach a cut phone wire and some illogical
events such as taking a seemingly a big 'wad of money' while it was only around $100.

A strange greenish-brown seems to be the dominant colour the game uses instead of the classic black and white to strengthen the
noir tone. All the other necessary - clichéd, we could say - elements are present: it's always dark (I guess our hero sleeps during
the day), raining constantly (the strange weather is mentioned in a newspaper article) our hero wears a trench coat and the jazz
music of course. Personally I don't like jazz, but I must admit, it fits the game pretty well.

Unfortunately the graphics are quite bad: while the backgrounds have a simple, but elegant style to them, the character models
are anything but good looking. They do not blend into the background and seem lazily put together: during converstaions, which
use the game's engine (so we can get a closeup to the face of the characters), it becomes obvious how awkwardly the parts of the
faces are jointed together (a line in the middle can be seen). I don't usually criticize the graphics, but it seriously looks as if the
game was created in the pre graphics processing unit era. Strangely the game also uses the dated 1024x768 resolution by default,
so we are forced to keep the 4:3 aspect ratio.
The cutscenes consist of some crudely drawn still images, so this doesn't help the immersion either.

The voice acting is pretty good where the spoken language is changeable from English to German for example at any time,
which is not a common thing. Sean's Irish accent feels overplayed, but I liked all the others. Despite the dark tone of the game,
there's a fair amount of humorous comments from our detective, so it's worth checking everything out and try using items where
we are not supposed to be using them.

Regardless of its problems, it's hard not to recommend Face Noir. First of all, it takes place in an era that's not really
overrepresented in video games, secondly it's a classic point and click adventure. Altough there aren't that many locations and
characters, the game manages to create suspense and there are quite a lot of twists as well. I understand that for some people the
slow-paced and somewhat dull beginning can be disappointing and the story indeed takes its time before getting interesting (not
to mention the sudden ending, that leaves us in the dark promising a sequel), but it's still definitely worth a playthrough for
lovers of adventure games.

PROS
+ classic point and click adventure
+ good story (despite the sudden ending) with twists
+ interesting characters
+ takes place in an unusual era

CONS
- rather dated graphics, especially in regards of character models
- sudden ending, promising a sequel
- some illogical item uses and minor events

RATING
7/10. Crash force is a very nice game with very good graphics and a very good story as it makes you decide which craft you
want based on its abilities. It is a game that you dont get bored easily as there are a lot of extra things to unlock and it is
multiplayer although thre are not a lot of players playing this game. At all it is a very good game but there are some bugs that
should be fixed. I strongly recommend it if you want to play with friends. While I agree with some of the other reviewers about
the issues Artifex Mundi games have had recently, I wanted to say that the story was surprisingly good for a HOG. Usually
there's some thin pretense to set you on your course. Sort of a "Here's your puzzle pass. Off you go!" I didn't feel that way with
this one. I really enjoyed the characters and their development. I also found the alchemy process to be an interesting mechanic.

I usually have to play through a second time to get the last of the collectible objects, but stop as soon as I get that achievement.
This was the first time that I kept going just so I could see the ending again.

Are the puzzles easy? Yes. Are they mostly the same recycled puzzles they've used in many of their games? Yes. Is it still worth
getting? Yes! Throw it in your wishlist and wait for a sale.
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FYI: The first two in the series are separate stories. You don't have to play them before playing this one. They were also much
weaker. The Forgotten Well is definitely the best of them.. More like a D&D campaign than a video game, Avadon has a
enganging story and simple but effective turn-based combat with good writing that makes the charecters interesting and settings
believable. Old school RPG fans should give this a go.
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